This report looks at the following areas:

- Market factors and highlights that influence future development after the pandemic.
- Penetration and interest levels of different regional cuisines.
- Consumers’ favourite regional dishes and flavours with different meats.
- Ways to have regional cuisines in different occasions.
- Most used information channels to look for regional cuisines.

Sichuan cuisine is the most preferred regional cuisine but crispy sweet and sour pork slices is the most mentioned specific featured dish.

After the easing of COVID-19 restrictions, foodservice has quickly recovered. Revenge travel is driving regional cuisine consumption too. However, with intentional spending trend, foodservice operators should pay more attention to highlight value over prices as well as launching corresponding products and service modes to new tourism modes (such as intense travel).

Hunan cuisine is facing a challenge as consumers have few signature Hunan dishes in their mind, although Hunan cuisine has high internet interactions on social media. Hunan cuisine should better build up its distinguished food culture first, then signature dishes, to catch up and compete with Sichuan cuisine which is also famous for spicy flavour.

Regional cuisine can be delivered in fusion style to offer an added-value experience, including fusion cuisine and fusion service mode, to make traditional foods more exquisite and enhance dining experiences.

“With intentional spending trend, players need to give more consideration to letting consumers experience what they pay for. Hunan cuisine needs to establish a distinctive Hunan cuisine culture alongside developing signature dishes.”

– Pepper Peng, Senior Research Analyst
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